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QUESTION: 64
How does raising the sensitivity for the IP Address Sweep alter the triggering of the
event?

A. Endpoints contacting fewer destinations over more time now trigger the event.
B. Endpoints contacting more destinations over less time now trigger the event
C. Endpoints generating a lesser volume of traffic now trigger the event
D. Endpoints generating a greater volume of traffic now trigger the event

Answer: A

QUESTION: 65
A ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module must compare mirrored traffic to a
list of signatures for detecting known threats. In which mode must the TMS be
configured?

A. Routing
B. High Availability
C. Intrusion Prevention
D. Monitor

Answer: D

QUESTION: 66
Network security can be described in terms of multiple layers of security. Which
security layer does an unauthorized VLAN correspond to?

A. network access control
B. network immunity protection
C. control protocol detection
D. device-to-device authentication

Answer: A

QUESTION: 67
Which statement is correct about dynamic VLAN assignment for 802.1X authenticator
ports on ProCurve switches?

A. If a GVRP-learned VLAN is used, the RADIUS server must specify that attribute.

B. The VLANs may be statically defined on the switch or learned through GVRP.
C. If a client fails authentication, the port is reassigned to the Secure Management
VLAN.
D. If a client is authenticated, but no VLAN attribute is returned by a RADIUS server,
the switch blocks the port.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 68
Which Policy Manager actions do not execute configuration changes on an
infrastructure device? (Select two.)

A. MAC Lockout
B. SNMP Trap
C. Email Notification
D. Quarantine VLAN
E. Traffic Sampling

Answer: B,C

QUESTION: 69
How can ProCurve NIM mitigate threats?

A. It sends traps to external IPSs and has them mitigate the threats.
B. It drops the offending traffic, protecting the resources located behind NIM.
C. It sends out messages to reset offenders? TCP sessions.
D. It executes actions on the device through which the offender connects.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 70
Which enforcement method is supported lay Microsoft NAP?
A. Web-auth
B. MAC-auth
C. 802.1X
D. WPA-PSK

Answer: C
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